
 

AUTO GATES REMOTES v HUB? 

 

What is best, remotes or mobile phone recognition?  Either have advantages and both 

are regularly used, alone or together. 

 

With the introduction of GSM recognition systems, typically the facility within TelGuard 

and similar telephone based products, a new challenge for surveyors has arrived. Which 

product and when, to recommend the best solution for potential customers? Are remote 

controls or occupant’s own phones a better choice? With benefits and disadvantages for 

either and a combination of both can all be an ideal solution. 

 

     
 

Why and when? Depending upon type, most remote control offerings require a common 

radio receiver (RX) with individual remote controls (TX's) that are programmed quite 

easily one to the other. Most allow extra remotes to be cloned by copying an existing one 

(instructions available on the Internet). They become common to the receiver unit and not 

easy to remove from the system, should an occupant move out. 

 

Identifying remotes to occupants and managing the process is not practical with whole 

batch changes, often required should a security risk arise. Collecting issued remotes can 

be complex and leaving someone out-of-the-loop, has its own problems, when a receiver 

unit fails, or is vandalised. 

 

Remotes are the most common means of command and ideal in domestic type 

installations, where limited numbers, or a lower long term security need is required. 

Difficult to remove individual units or cancelling them, if they fall into the wrong hands 

as each one needs to be collected, the receiver reset and all the remotes reprogrammed 

and re-issued accordingly. The more issued the harder and more costly this becomes. 

 

The phone recognition concept, relies upon the occupant's phone calling into the unit 

and subject to programming, with or without the unit answering the call and commanding 

the gate, door or barrier, etc. 

 



TelGuard type platforms have features that can customise caller types, and time periods 

for controlled use and access levels accordingly. They can have an ability to record and 

retrieve activity logs showing recent history of use, etc. 

 

What about values? Typically remote controls cost £100/200+ for the receiver unit fitted 

and £28/38+ for each remote. So relatively cost effective in small batches and without 

running costs or additional charges need apply, unless an engineer is required to 

reprogram, or more remotes are needed, etc. 

 

The basic TelGuard type solution (hub only) costs about £600/1000+ fitted. No remotes 

are needed but there is a SIM card required with rental charges (call charges are not 

necessary for this function, therefore low cost contracts may be considered) There is also 

a programming charge for changes or additional numbers. Charge values depend upon 

supplier and cost half that of a remote control. Numbers can be added, removed or 

changed remotely, so system management is better and more convenient. 

 

Communications may be added, a trade access facility, activity logged or not, along with 

temporary or limited use, all apply with this solution, allowing trades access during 

controlled periods and on selected days, well in advance and for a predetermined time. 

 

             

 

CONCLUSION 

 

With sites of over twenty properties or a need of over 30 remote controls, a Phone 

Recognition solution becomes cost effective in its own right, even without the additional 

functionality and security it offers that may justify its use anyway. 

 

SIM rental can be rolled into the main product maintenance contract (gate or barrier 

system etc.) and may add £50/100 toward the annual cost with additional numbers or 

changes running out half the cost of an alternative remote control. 

 

A combination of both satisfies many sites, system types and each environment could 

have a particular reason for or against either. The option of communications should not 

be under estimated and is regularly added at a later date when not originally requested. 
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